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The Head Writes

It is often said that “a week is a long time in politics”.  Well, my 
first year as Headteacher of The Park has flown by.  It has been 
a pleasure and a privilege leading our wonderful school over the 

past year, and what a busy year it has been.

The main focus of my time over the past year has been to work 
alongside staff and students to develop the impact of teaching and 
learning in the classroom. I feel we have achieved a great deal and 
have much to be proud of. However, I am the first to recognise 
the work still to come.  I am delighted that the governors have 
supported the school over this past year and backed our focus on 
teaching, learning and classroom developments by adding capacity 
to the school staff.  

The Park is extremely fortunate to welcome several key 
appointments next year, many with a clear remit for developing 
learning and progress.  Mr. Craig Tamlyn will head up our new 
teaching/learning and progress team as deputy Headteacher.  He 
will be joined by Mrs. Faye Sluman as progress leader for years 
6 and 7, Mr. Ryan Lewin as progress leader for years 8 and 9 and 
Mrs. Aimee Mills as progress leader for years 10 and 11.  These colleagues will compliment the 
excellent pastoral work of the house system and heads of house and ensure that every student is 
making excellent progress.  The team is also joined by new academic learning mentors and teaching 
assistants . 

We have also several other teaching staff changes; these are highlighted elsewhere in this edition of 
Park News. 

In addition to teaching staffing changes, we have also added capacity to our support staff.  As we 
say thank you and goodbye to Pauline Down, who has given many years of service to the school as 
bursar, we welcome two new appointments.  Matthew Elliott joins us as facilities manager.  Matthews 
remit is to continue campus development work and ensure the school can provide the best facilities 
and learning environment for students and staff.  Helen Honor joins us as the school business 
manager.  Helen will be maintaining the excellent budgetary work, following in Pauline’s footsteps.  

Much of the work that Pauline undertakes goes unnoticed. However, as students return to school 
in September they may notice: new ICT systems and servers, more computers accessible in the 
library, new classrooms for Mathematics and History, developments to catering provision, increased 
provision for performing arts and dance and a new school minibus

These are exciting times to be a member of The Park.  The new appointments and facilities show the 
commitment of the school to our current and future students.  We have several key developments 
currently in the planning stage.  Be sure to look out for the next edition of Park news to keep up to 
date with the latest news from your school. 

I will finish with a series of “thank you’s”.  

• Thank you to our leaving year 11 students.  You have shown all the attributes of what it is to be 
a Park student,  community, honesty, respect, resilience, acceptance, trust, responsibility and 
aspiration.  I look forward to seeing you in August for the exam results day.

• Thank you for staffing leavers.  For all your hard work, effort and commitment to our school over 
many years.

• Thank you to our school governors.  These colleagues work tirelessly behind the scenes to 
support and challenge the school and to ensure we provide the very best education for the 
students of Barnstaple and beyond.

• Thank you to Friends of the Park, for all your support and fund-raising over the year.  FoP is a 
great and friendly group who really support the school in a variety of ways.  if you have a few 
spare hours, please think about joining our Parent Teacher Association - FoP.

• Thank you to all students for making this a special year in the life of the Park.
• Thank you to our parents, for your warm welcome and support for the school.   
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The School Head Prefects

Have an enjoyable summer break.  We look forward to welcoming staff back for our first training sessions 
on the 1st and 2nd September. Students return on 5th September.

Mr G Roscoe
Headteacher

The School Head Prefects 2016/17
Following a detailed selection process, including a written application and interview, our congratulations 
go to:

    Head Girl:    India Dunkley
    Head Boy:    Owen Cox
    Deputy Head Girl:  Georgia Adams
    Deputy Head Boy:  Chris Cohen

L to R: Georgia Adams, Owen Cox, Mr Roscoe, India Dunkley and Chris Cohen
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Governors’ Tea - June 2016

A Governors’ tea is held once a term for those students who have received 500, 750, 1000 and 1500 
Merits. The certificates and badges are awarded to each student by a member of the governing body and 
the Head of House.

Parents and other family members gathered in the School Canteen for this term’s Governors’ Tea.    
Hosted by Mrs Robins, we all enjoyed meeting this term’s Award Winners.  The Head of House spoke 
to each student individually about their hobbies and interests, before he or she received a badge and 
certificate from school governor Kim Baker.

Our congratulations to them all.

Kingsley House
500 Merits
Year 8 - Jacob Butler and Luke 
Mason. 
Year 9 - Megan Dewberry, 
Michelle Kingdom, Libby 
Pallister, Matthew Shaw, Ben 
Sloman and Jonathan Walters.

750 Merits
Year 8 - Madison Ballinger.

Chichester House
500 Merits
Year 8 - Tyler Blight, Gaby Brigden, 
Taher Chowdhury, Jake Coles, Aimee 
Davies, Abby Gibson, Leslie Drew, 
Erin Parker, Amber Rendle and Chloe 
Sharpe.
Year 9 - Tom Burnage, Anna 
Gooderham, Molly Grant, Joanna 
King, Jamie McLagan, Amy McKenzie, 
Bethany Partridge, Zeus Searle, 
Paige Tucker, Tom Viner and Jacob 
West.
Year 10 - Kate Maddocks, Amber 
Oxenham, Shelby Sanders and 
Jasmine Williams.

750 Merits
Year 8 - Owen Davies.
Year 9 - Charlotte Chambers, Caitlin Lace, Joanne Roper and Lydia Surridge.
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Raleigh House
500 Merits
Year 8 - Jason Dennis, Ewan 
Penfold, Ethan Smale and Lily 
White.
Year 9  - Erin Bond, Joshua 
Dobie, Ellie Parkhouse and Tyler 
Weatherley.
Year 10 - Jack Rippon, Monika 
Roznyte, James Simpson and Katie 
Whitehand.

750 Merits
Year 8 - Isabel Tibbles and 
Rhiannon Furlong.
Year 9 - Chloe McGuire.

Fortescue House
500 Merits
Year 8 - Rosie Blyth, Evie Chittock, 
Eloisa Curtis, Mia Jarvie, Carla 
Keast, Skye Pintus, Joshua Pullen, 
Hannah Rainger, Amelia Skinner 
and Caitlin Turner.
Year 9 - Manar Abdullah, Chloe 
Barrett, Kane Elliott-Allon, Hamish 
James, Dominic Jones, Polly 
Storey, Ashton Westbrook and 
Ryan Woods.
Year 10 - Leon Beauchamp and 
Daniel Robbins.

750 Merits
Year 8 - Mia Beattie, Laura Swales 
and Tom Turner.
Year 9 - Luke Thomas.
Year 10 - Emily Bousted.

Drake House
500 Merits
Year 7 - Harrison Johnston and 
Ethan Wells.
Year 8 - Jack Davies and Anna 
Mansford.
Year 9 - Tom Cockell, Jed Davies, 
Eleanor Horton, Maddy Hughes, 
Charlie Richards, Ibrahim Shah 
and Alice Whiterod.

750 Merits
Year 8 - Caitlin Ellis and Lydia 
Macree
Year 9 - Eden Duke and Maya 
Lewis.

1000 Merits
Year 8 - Sarah Newby Gonzalez
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UKMT Intermediate Results
On Thursday 28th April, the top mathematics sets in Years 7 and 8 took part in 
the UKMT Junior Maths Challenge, apart from those who attended the Gifted and 
Talented Sport event.

The top 40% of students nationally receive a gold, silver or bronze certificate in the ratio 1:2:3 and each 
institution receives a Best in School certificate.

Here is a list of our students who were awarded certificates

YEAR 7 YEAR 8
Gold
Hallie Mitchell (Best in Year)

Gold
Meaylee Lewis (Joint Best in Year/Best in School)  
Liam Horsman  (Joint Best in Year/Best in School) 
Isaac Stanhope

Silver
Tegan Harrison

Silver
Nathan Gulliford
Trinity Beauchamp
Laura Swales
Abby Gibson
Maddy Roberts
Alex Winter
Chad Bament
Joseph Place
Tara Davies

Bronze
Taylor James Brown
Lauren Brooks
Kayla Horne
Skye Pirie
Zachary Wheaton
Callista Waldron
Lotte Taylor
Joe Polkinghorne
Alfie Sanger
James Buckland
Samuel Sheppard
Toby Wilkinson
Niamh Hughes
Hope Unstead

Bronze
Mia Jarvie
Jessica Woodward
Sarah Newby Gonzalez
Floella Kilham
Sam McLaughlin
Harry Huxtable
Ellie Raymond
Lauren Braund
Freya Wright
Katherine Swan
Josie Waite
Emily Hearn
Ben Ryan
Luke Kinsman
Sam Sussex
Daisy Peckham
Mia Beattie
Ciaran Overend
Henry Slattery
Molly Butterworth

Our world of Maths

L to R: Liam Horsman and Meaylee 
Lewis.

Isaac StanhopeL to R: Hallie Mitchell and Tegan 
Harrison
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Our world of Maths

Edge Hill University Mathematics Challenge 2016
This year five of our Year 9 students took part in the Edge Hill University Mathematics Challenge.
The competition is designed specifically for Year 9 students and is very different from the typical 
mathematics work for key stage 3 and 4. The aim of the challenge is to promote problem solving 
and group work as well as to develop presentational, verbal and written skills, but most importantly 
enjoyment.

The team consisted of Joanne Roper 9DA, Tom Cockell 9AY, Charlotte Chambers 9DA, Matthew 
Cooper 9AY and Lucy Wells 9AV, who made it through Stage 1, where they had to present their solution 
to a mathematical problem in the form of a poster.

In Stage 2, they needed to solve another mathematical problem, but this time using computer technology 
in their solution.

Although the team did not make it to the final round, a great effort was made by all involved.

UK Junior Mathematical Olympiad
Last year Joanne Roper 9DA qualified for the UK Junior Mathematical Olympiad. She made it into the 
top 210 students nationally, for which she received a Bronze medal. This meant she featured in the UK 
Mathematics Trust Yearbook for the year 2014-2015! A remarkable achievement!

Isaac Stanhope

Contact Details

Has your phone number, email address or home address changed 
recently?

Have you let us know?
We are sending information to parents/carers more often by text and email, so it is important that we hold 
your latest contact information.  

Please ensure that you keep us up to date.
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Our world of Maths

Maths/Technology Day
On Tuesday 12th April, Year 5 pupils from Newport, Our Lady’s, Holywell, Landkey, Sticklepath, Forches, 
Bishops Tawton and Orchard Vale Primary Schools attended a Mathematics and Technology day at The 
Park Community School.

They were split into groups and attended a variety of activities. Each group had a session with The 
Happy Puzzle Company where they solved puzzles and games in a team and a session in the Technology 
department building catapults. They also attended a variety of other Mathematics sessions using 
WordPads and computers, and took part in a mathematical treasure hunt. The day was rounded off with 
prize giving in the hall, for good effort during the day.

New York Trip
Fifty of our students will be there during the last week of term.  They will be visiting the Museum of 
Mathematics as well as other sites such as the Statue of Liberty, the Empire State Building, Times Square 
and the 9/11 Memorial and Museum.
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Lisa Wyatt
(Design Teacher) 

I was born in Surrey and moved to London before I 
started school.  I went to a comprehensive school 
on the outskirts of London for my secondary 
education and later moved to Northern England to 
study Art.  I attended the Harris Institution of Art 
which was part of the University of Central 
Lancashire and absolutely loved it. This lead to a 
degree in Design and then I trained as a teacher. 

I stayed in the North of England for quite some 
time, settling down to have my family.  In 1999 I 
moved to Birmingham and continued teaching.  I 
did like the Midlands but finally made the decision 
to move to the West Country where my paternal 
family roots lie, actually in the local village where I 
now live.  

I adore photography and this is my passion. I did 
study this at the Harris Intuition but in those days 
it was traditional processing methods and was very 
difficult to get good results. Since digital cameras 
have developed I have taken photographs possibly 
every day, I love it!

Apart from photography, my hobbies vary. I tend 
to have a bucket list and gradually work through it, 
making sure I complete one ambition a year. I have 
driven steam trains, passed my motorcycle test 
and completed the TT race course and even driven 
snow mobiles at -30 degrees.  I still have plans to 
learn to dive and even jump out of an aeroplane, so 
watch this space.

Your Life in 10 
Questions:
Favourite pastimes/hobbies: Photography, 
my adorable three children and rescuing my three 
legged cat from trees. 

Favourite book: Jamaica Inn by Daphne du 
Maurier. I loved it so much that I had to stay there 
and read it again!

Favourite music: Anything by The Beatles, Wings 
and Paul McCartney.

Favourite film: – The Lady in the Van, by Alan 
Bennett.

Childhood hero: – Starsky.  (who?)

Three favourite people I would love to meet:  
Leonardo da Vinci, Patrick Lichfield and Major Tim 
Peake.

Your best teacher and why: Miss Dresden, art 
teacher, punky hair, leather jacket and always had 
her camera with her.

Your biggest regret: Not learning to swim at a 
younger age, as I fell in the Thames and learnt the 
hard way.

Your proudest achievement to date: Getting a 
2:1 in my degree, but also displaying my work at 
the New Designers’ Exhibition in Islington. 

The most important thing you have ever 
learned: Patience is a virtue.

Staff are interesting people too!



Outdoor Education - Ten Tors

Year 10 - 35 mile team before the start
L to R: Jack Wilkinson, Molly Thomas, Christopher Fleming, Christopher Cohen, Jacob Allchorn and 
Kieran Rooney-Heason.  

Gary Ratcliffe, mathematics teacher has received 
an award from Colonel Toby Bridge, Director of Ten 
Tors South West, to recognise his contribution to the 
Ten Tors event.  

Gary has been preparing and entering Park School 
teams for both the 35 mile and 45 mile event since 
2002.   He has clocked up thousands of miles in 
training walks and countless nights under canvas in 
helping students to participate in this event.  

The Park School places a large emphasis on outdoor 
education and this event is just one of many where 
students are encouraged to show resilience and 
character, by pushing their boundaries.  

“It has been a great honour for me to have 
worked with so many staff and students 
over the years, helping them to achieve 
personal goals. It never ceases to amaze me 
the way the students develop from complete 
novices to competent walkers, navigators 
and team members. I am proud to have had 
some impact on their development as young 
people, I look forward to training the next 
group”.

Gary Ratcliffe -  Ten Tors Organisor

Two teams from Park Community School were amongst 2000 students competing in the Annual Ten Tors 
Challenge in May this year.  After a hot, sunny and very windy weekend, the 35 mile team completed 
route CK at 14:17.  The 45 mile team, route RI, were pulled out by the organisers at Postbridge on 
Sunday.

“As a school we are grateful to Gary and his 
team of staff, Sarah, Paul and Louise, who 
have given up hours of their own time to 
support students and get them to the start 
line ready to take part in this challenging 
event.  The students appreciate the time 
and dedication of our staff and really enjoy 
the challenge of the Ten Tors event.  The 
memories created from participation in the 
Ten Tors last much longer than the blisters!”

Mr Roscoe - Headteacher



“I think the experience has been really beneficial to me because it teaches you a lot about 
perseverance, motivating others and thinking ahead.  The atmosphere at the start of the event 
was absolutely brilliant. The cannon goes off and the Merlin helicopters fly overhead, then the 
adrenaline sets in and thousands flood away from the army camp.  I would recommend it to 
anyone who wants to challenge themselves mentally and physically.  I chose to do the challenge 
because it’s such a big event down here and I wanted to experience first-hand why everyone loves 
it.  It would be a great experience to do the 45 mile challenge with this great school team.”

Christopher Cohen 10GK

Year 11 - 45 mile team before the start
L to R: Lindel Cumes, Sophie Hulland, Oliva Britto, Lily Dunkley, Cyra Braunton, Brittany 
Humphreys.

“Successfully completing the 35 mile Ten Tors challenge has given me a great feeling of 
achievement.  My older sister took part in the 45 and 55 mile events some years ago, which 
motivated me to start the training and try to get into the Park School team.  The training 
events got progressively harder.  As we improved as a team I also had to learn how to 
navigate on Dartmoor.  At the start of Ten Tors, as the cannon was fired, I felt very proud 
to be representing Park School.  I would recommend Ten Tors to anyone who enjoys sport 
as well as challenges.  If possible, I would like to train for the 45 mile event next year and 
represent Park School again.”

Christopher Fleming 10MR

 “Ten Tors was an amazing experience and I’m very glad I got the opportunity to take part.  I chose 
to do it as I was looking for new hobbies and achievements and that is exactly what I found!  I had 
a slow start with the training and found it really hard, but each time I walked my determination just 
got stronger.  When the real event came the adrenaline took over and I enjoyed every minute (even 
though it was in no way easy!) and I’m sure the rest of my team would say the same.  I would definitely 
recommend Ten Tors to anyone looking for a tough challenge, but also a fun team/friendship building 
time that leads to many great memories.”

Brittany Humphreys 11TC

“Ten Tors is a difficult challenge, 
however, it is an experience of a 
lifetime.”

Cyra Braunton 11TC

“It has been an amazing experience and after 
all the training I really wanted to do the real 
thing and I am really grateful to the teachers 
for supporting us.” 

 Molly Thomas 10RP
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A record breaking Sports Day!

Our Sports Day this year turned out to be a really exciting day of athletics and a lovely summer’s day.  
There were some really close races and great performers with 6 school records broken!

The overall winners were Kingsley House. The day ended with a staff relay race with Kingsley staff also 
taking 1st prize.  The results are below:

Sports Day Results
1st K 799
2nd C 753
3rd F 641
4th R 614
5th D 579

Sports Day Individual Results
Year 7 Boys Year 7 Girls Junior Boys Junior Girls Inter Boys Inter Girls

1st C 158 R 136 R 138 K 140 K 139 D 142

2nd F 133 C 130 K 133 F 116 C 130 K 128

3rd K 133 K 126 F 123 C 99 F 118 C 128

4th D 116 F 99 C 108 R 91 R 96 R 64

5th R 89 D 87 D 72 D 76 D 86 F 52
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School Record 
Broken

Year 7 Boys 200m
Ben Rouse broke the school 
record for Year 7 Boys 200m with 
a time of 27.5s.  The record was 
held since 1981 by Jonathan Isaac 
with a time of 27.7s.

School Record 
Broken

Inter Girls 300m
Erin Silvester broke the school 
record for the 300m race with a 
time of 42.82s.  The record was 
held since 2003 by Frances Brace, 
with a time of 44.34s

School Record 
Broken

Inter Girls Javelin
Maia Dart broke the school 
record for Javelin with a distance 
of 29.2 metres.  The record 
was held since 2013 by Isabel 
Hampton, with a distance of 28.04 
metres.

School Record 
Broken

Inter Girls 200m
Olivia Sayer broke the school 
record for the 200m race with a 
time of 26.5s.  The record was held 
since 1991 by Hayley Cotton, with 
a time of 27.36s

2 School Records Broken
Junior Boys 800m

Hamish James broke the school record for the 800m race, with a time 
of 2m 20.2s.  The record was held since 1980 by Steven Thatcher, with a 
time of 2m 21.8.

Junior Boys 1500m
Hamish also broke the school record for the 1500m race with a time of 
4m 39s.  The record was held since 2009 by Michael Gaunt, with a time 
of 4m 44s.
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Dear Park Community School

Dear Gary, Sarah and all the 8GR Tutor Group.

I am so happy hearing from you. Hope all is well with you. Thanks a lot for reading my emails 
and replying back. That means a lot to me. I am glad that you liked my table and stool Gary I 
am also happy to note that you also like working with wood. What furniture have you produced 
so far and do you have a work shop?

My dear 8GR Tutor Group, thanks a lot for being a great support in my training, has you have 
been all getting my updates I have learnt a lot in carpentry. I can now make a table, a chair 
and I know quite a number of joints which is the most important thing in carpentry. I have also 
learnt a lot in the building class I am happy that I can now build any wall but most importantly I 
have also learnt to do stone work.

My confidence has changed a lot I can easily 
express myself. When I finish my training 
I am planning on first of all improve on the 
farming skills for the people in my community 
by teaching them a better conservation 
farming method I have learnt on Kira.

So many people in my village live without 
eating enough food just because they have 
poor harvest, some kids go to school without 
break first and they never even get lunch 
which affects their performance.

I also plan to have a carpentry workshop were 
I will be able to earn a living but also train 
some youths in my village about carpentry. So 
those are so far my future plans.

We have come to the end of the first semester so it will not be long to finish my training. It has 
been a great journey of learning but also having fun. I have made so many friends and I am 
now more positive to life.

On this email I have attached a photo of me and my garden. 

I love you all.

Yours.

Stephen.

Amigos Kira Farm Sponsor

We promised to update you with the latest message from Stephen at Kira 
Farm Uganda on 20/06/2016.  
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Our world of English

The Globe Trip
On May 19th, the English department took a group of Year 9s on their annual trip to the Shakespeare’s 
Globe Theatre. This year’s adaptation was a performance of ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ by the Royal 
Shakespeare Company.

Students and teachers, alike thoroughly enjoyed both the performance and the pre-arranged workshop, 
which was held by several of the Shakespearian actors. 

Carnegie Shadowing
Mrs Keates took twelve KS3 students to Bideford College to showcase their presentation of ‘One’ by Sarah 
Crossan, this year’s winner of the 2016 Carnegie Medal.  Although Park did not win, the group enjoyed 
reading the novel and putting together their presentation.

Debate Club
Debate Club continues to be a success with students. Debates have ranged from the tricky question of 
‘Is Harry Potter better than Lord of the Rings’ to ‘Should violent video games be banned?’ If you are 
interested in joining the club and you like to share your opinions, contact either Mrs Keates or Miss Jones 
for details.

Competitions
Mrs Hastings of the English department is currently running a writing competition in conjunction  with the 
Appledore Book Festival and the Rotary Club. Students have been busy writing either short stories, poems 
or openings to a novel centred around the theme of Home. We look forward to reading some imaginative 
interpretations of this theme.

Outstanding Bravery and 
Integrity

Summer Richardson 10EG
In May, Summer Richardson was nominated to receive a Good 
Citizen Award commendation from the Devon and Cornwall Police.  

Summer received this award for challenging a peer for improper 
conduct and bravery which led to saving a homeless persons life in 
December 2015.

Summer showed not only courage and bravery, but courage to 
stand up to her peers in a peer pressure situation, showing high 
levels of honesty and integrity.
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Biology - Britain Needs Scientists

Britain Needs Scientists
Thirty year 10 students attended a ‘Britain Needs Scientists’ event held at the University of Exeter on 
the 16th March 2016. The afternoon consisted of an interactive science fair, where the students could 
participate in current research taking place at the University. 

This was followed by a ‘Science speed dating’ session, which involved the students listening and 
questioning current undergraduates and postgraduates about their science based research. 

The trip was a great success and many of the students felt really inspired about which careers they could 
pursue in the science industry.

The Biology 
Challenge 
Award Winners

The Biology Challenge is 
a competition run by the 
Royal Society of Biology. The 
questions covered general 
biology and also rewarded those 
students, whose knowledge 
of the subject has been 
increased by reading books 

and magazines, watching natural history programmes and taking notice of the news media for items of 
biological interest and students who are generally aware of our natural flora and fauna.

I am very pleased to say that of our year 10s that entered the competition, 18 achieved a bronze award, 
10 achieved a silver award and 8 students a gold award. 
A huge well done to everyone that took part in the challenge!
Bronze – Katie McIntyre, Madison Pounds, Daisy Johns, Adam Durie, Harry Trantham, Alice 
Dobbs, James Simpson, Cydney O’Brien, Joshua Ballard, Toby Ruhleman, Olivia Roscoe, Jason 
Sumner, Shana Hutchings, Aaron Meredith, Alexander Charters, Esther Shaw, Adam Davies, 
Finley Houghton.
Silver – Georgia Adams, George Back, Rory Hunter, Timothy Leggett, Grace Wood, Ben Clarke, 
Ionia Green, Luke Mitchell, Cameron Naylor, Samantha Foster.
Gold – Grace Quinn, Emily Brooks, Matthew Davis, Jack Milward, Owen Leson, Christopher 
Cohen, Jonas Hackney-Davies, Alexander Styles. 
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Ranger Russ Visit
Thirty year 8 students were in for a treat when 
Ranger Russ came in, along with his selection 
of creepy crawlies! The various animals were 
used by Ranger Russ to enhance the pupils’ 
knowledge of the various adaptations that they 
have developed in order to survive. The areas 
explored by the students and Ranger Russ 
included discussing ‘Would you eat a squirrel?’ 
This is what some students thought of the 
session:

“The highlights were Bob, the giant African snail, munching on Zac’s finger and also being able to hold 
Ruby, the six foot long Boa constrictor! One of the most interesting animals was Millie, the millipede. 
Seeing how she uses her feelers to find her way around was really good.”
Zachary Adams 8GR and Nathan Gulliford 8CM

“We saw a millipede, tarantula, boa constrictors, stick insects, leopard gecko, and African land snail. We 
also got to hold some of them! We discussed how each animal was adapted to its habitat and it was really 
interesting as we got to see them in real life!”

Meaylee Lewis 8MS and Poppy Sampson 8NB

Devon Co-operative Schools Student Conference
On the 3rd May, eight KS3 Pupils attended 
the Devon Co-operative Schools Student 
Conference accompanied by Mrs Duthuit. 
They were Harriet Slate 9LI, Molly Davies 
9LI, Brendan Chadwick 9KV, Lily White 
8EE, Caitlin Curtis 9KV, Joanne Roper 
9DA, Charlotte Chambers  9DA, Elise 
Whormsley 7CT.

Molly Davies wrote, “The first thing we did 
was to look at four people and to try and 
guess their birthplace and the birthplace of 
their parents, their job, the last festival they 
celebrated and the languages they spoke. 
Essentially, we were judging them entirely on 
their outward appearances.

We then attended four different talks.  The 
first centred on the Prevent Agenda – the 
aim is to reduce the risk to the UK from 
terrorism. It is separated into four main strands: pursue, concentrating on disrupting, detecting and 
investigating terrorist threats to the UK; protect, focusing on making the UK less vulnerable including 
aviation security for both cargo and passengers; prepare, attempting to minimise the effects of any 
attack, and recover quickly from attacks; and prevent, stopping people becoming terrorists or supporting 
terrorism.

The second person shared her experiences of racial discrimination and how it was difficult for her father to 
find a place in London because there were prejudiced signs saying ‘no Irish, no blacks, no
dogs’.

Next, the third speaker told us about the history of the South West. He explained that people from many 
different backgrounds came to Devon. 

Finally, we learnt about Islam and its five pillars: prayer, belief, charity, fasting and pilgrimage.”
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Endurance Events Results

AMAZING RESULTS FOR MR 
BAILEY’S FIRST ULTRA OFF-ROAD 
MARATHON 
With just 30 minutes to go until the start of the 
34 mile off road race I found myself taking shelter 
from horizontal hail, wondering quite why on earth 
I had decided to do this. Thankfully, the hail was 
quickly replaced...by rain. Still it was too late to 
back out now; I’d told too many people!

Luckily, as so often is the case, the start turned 
out to be the hardest part, mentally at least. 
Indeed, the next 5 hours and 40 minutes were 
incredible. The coastal course itself provided 
enough natural beauty to distract a tired mind. 
Fellow runners, spectators and family gave 
support whenever it was needed. Oh, and I got 
to eat the whole way round - 15 flapjacks and 3 
bananas.  Running is great!

By the time  sun had come out it was all over. 
Miraculously, my first ultra ended with a 3rd place 
position and the best part of a year’s supply of 
energy bars! Still, it’s the run that will stay with 
me.

Mr Bailey, English Teacher

Miss gibbs ran the london 
marathon
I would just like to say a huge thank you to all the 
staff and students at Park School for supporting 
my fundraising efforts for completing the London 
Marathon. In particular my tutor group 9LI who 
between them ran a marathon (26.2 miles) and 
raised a total of £284.82!

It was one of the most incredible experiences; 
running around London and having random 
strangers cheering you on and shouting your name 
to keep you going. A day that I will never forget! I 
completed it in 4 hours 13 minutes.

(Congratulations to Mr Borrington for winning 
‘Guess the time’) and raised a total of £2348.22 for 
the charity Genetic Disorders UK.

Miss Gibbs, Science Teacher
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Artificial Intelligence Residential

Two of our G&T students, Charlotte Chambers 
9DA and Joanne Roper 9DA were fortunate 
enough to secure places on a residential course 
run by Exeter University & The Small Piece Trust. 

A 3 day course in the Easter holidays, which 
centred around Artificial Intelligence, gave the girls 
an opportunity to get involved in designing and 
making, developing team work, problem solving 
and creative thinking skills.

Joanne said  “The engineering residential was 
amazing. We learnt loads about how artificial 
intelligence is used industrially as well as for 
entertainment. We were also taught to program 
our own robots and we made both virtual and 
physical ones. The best bit about the trip was the 
people. They came from all over the country so, 

at the start they were total strangers. However, by the end, many new friendships formed as each group 
competed for the best robots. Overall, it was a fantastic trip and, if I had the choice, I would definitely go 
again.”

Charlotte said “Over the Easter holidays I went on a residential to Exeter University for a course on 
Artificial Intelligence. On this four day residential we were able to improve our teamwork skills. It was a 
great opportunity to meet new people from all over the country. We learnt about programming and AI in 
general. Overall it was a brilliant experience and although I don’t want to go into engineering as a career 
path, it has given me more information about this area of expertise.”

Student Profiles

Isaac Stanhope 8MJ/F
The subjects I enjoy and I am particularly good at:  
The subjects I am good at are maths as it is challenging and I 
can always learn more and science as it is very interesting and 
the practicals we do are fun.

What I have achieved/hope to achieve:  
In Maths I have achieved a Gold in the UK Junior Maths 
Challenge and I am hoping to learn Level 8 Maths.  Also, in 
Science I have achieved Platinum in some of the tests, but I 
hope to achieve all Platinums in the future. 

My ambitions for the future/career I hope to pursue: 
In the future I would like to be an author because I like reading 
and writing.  I would also like to start a business because it has 
always interested me. 

My interests/hobbies/what I do in my spare time: 
In my spare time I read books and I go into town with my 
friends to watch films.  Every Sunday I go to church and see 
other friends there. 

The things I like best about Park School: 
I like the food because it is really tasty!  I also like going on school trips and meeting up with my friends.   
I enjoy the Gifted and Talented events and when I make things in Technology. 
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Year Eight Drama workshop Physical, 
Frenetic and fabulous!
Fifteen year 8 pupils spent the day with pupils from Pilton, Braunton and 
Bideford schools, attending a drama workshop and what an amazingly creative 
day we had.

The workshop was led by two working actors who have many years’ experience 
in physical theatre and circus skills; they certainly put us through our paces! 
The day began with a series of activities designed to create focus on physicality 
and team work. Falling trust exercises were used as a way into creating visually 

exciting images, as well as a game of ‘Grandmother’s footsteps’ 
played with costumes to hilarious effect. 

The groups were given images taken from art to use as a stimulus 
to structure a piece of drama and the standard of work they 
created was brilliant through using the techniques learnt. 
In the afternoon we were fortunate enough to experiment with 
masks. Using trestle masks and a selection of hats, everyone was 
given the opportunity to develop a character and interact with 
others by responding to questions. 

At the end of the day the practitioners shared some information 
and advice about the life of a working actor and it was 
really refreshing to hear about the many and varied artistic 
opportunities that are out there if you are dedicated and 
passionate about drama. 

I know I was certainly inspired by the day and look forward to trying out a few new techniques in class. 
The pupils all showed exemplary behaviour and I was very impressed with their daring and willingness 
to experiment. Maddison Ovey’s shoulder roll and Taher Chowdhury’s cowboy character still has me 
chuckling!!

Made in Dagenham – Awesome Petroc Production
A few students went to see Petroc’s production of Made In Dagenham at The Landmark Theatre. What 
an amazing show; the sheer energy of the entire cast, mixed with some extremely talented performers, 
made for a very entertaining and enjoyable evening. It was wonderful to see past students, such as Josie 
Vaughan and Molly Barrett, excelling in their drama course. 

The rest of the year ten GCSE drama group will be watching two plays on the London Expressive Arts 
Trip, as well as attending workshops and backstage tours.

PSHEE Drama Thursday 26th May on Young Carers
The year 10 students who made up the acting troupe for this piece were:
Daisy Johns, Charlotte Payne, Ionia Green, Ella Farrow Mann, Shannon Wyborn, Ellen 
Manansyah, India Dunkley and Nathaniel Jones.

The piece explored the challenges facing a family when one or more of the parents become dysfunctional. 
The group drew on a lot of personal experience and developed a very powerful piece of drama that 
captivated the whole of year 8. 

The tragic ending drew out much debate from the year 8 students about how the tragedy might have 
been avoided.  There were suggestions that the social worker and the friend might have provided 
avenues for support, but that wasn’t straight-forward. It wasn’t what was said, it was the way it was said. 

In the feedback from tutors it was recognised by students that friends play a very important part in 
watching out for each other. This was probably the most important lesson. We all have a responsibility for 
one another.

Congratulations to both the actors and the audience for an informative and interesting time.

Drama is fun !
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We Will 
Rock You
 – next year’s school 
musical

Auditions have happened and rehearsals are about 
to start on next year’s school musical production of 
We Will Rock You. The Drama studio was buzzing 
with over 100 students from all years and they 
all showed their skills and enthusiasm for dance, 
singing and drama. Over 50 of those returned 
for lead role auditions and we were all extremely 
impressed with the quality and effort showed. 

Congratulations to Fletcher Robinson, Olivia 
Roscoe, Shannon Wayborn, Matthew Cooper, 
Ellen Manansyah and Jack Rippon for securing 
the lead roles. 

This does look set to be a fabulous 
and fun production!

Next Year’s School Musical

Student Investor Challenge
Once again the Business Studies Department ran 
the Student Investor Competition, sponsored by Ifs 
University College and Bloomberg.

12 teams of 4 students and 1 staff team signed up to 
play the Student Investor Challenge at 
www.studentinvestor.org . This year there were two 
competitions running; one for a Strategic Investor 
Portfolio and one for an Active Investor Portfolio. 
Our winning teams were Money Shed for the Active 
Investor League and Opti-Pessimists for the Strategic 
Investor League. Well done to Andrew Morgan, Max 
Rumble, (Year 10) Joanne Roper, Tom Cockell, 
Louisa Tighe and Charlotte Chambers (Year 9). 

7377 teams across the country entered the competition this year. Four of our teams were placed above 
the expert’s team from the Ifs University College.

In the final of the practice game, Mrs Thomas’s staff team finished in first place. Unfortunately staff teams 
are not allowed to win prizes.  
The competition is open to students aged 14 – 19 who are given £100,000 to invest (gamble) on the stock 
market. The Student Investor Challenge is the most realistic share dealing competition and is very popular 
nationally. Contact Mrs Thomas for more details.

Tom Cockell and Louisa Tighe 
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The National Art Students’ Exhibition – Pall Mall 
London.
The Art Department has selected work from four of our talented GCSE students for this year’s show. 
Sophie Dyke, Yasmeen Abed, Grace Quinn and Alice Chamings had their work submitted for this 
prestigious exhibition. The standard of their work is exceptional. Whilst Yasmeen had her work selected 
for the show, the other girls received certificates of high commendation. Congratulations to them all. 

Yasmeen hopes to attend the private view of her work on the 5th July.

Alice Chamings Grace Quinn

Sophie Dyke Yasmeen Abed

Art - The National Art Students’ Exhibition 

Peggy Leigh-Beckhurst
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Year 8 Barnstaple Art Trip – 20th April 2016
The National Curriculum for Art encourages our students to produce work in response to their local 
environment. We gave 38 of our more able Year 8 students the opportunity to produce a set of images 
based on the famous scenes in Barnstaple. Each of the students took part in the following activities.

1. A visit to the Museum of North Devon for a drawing activity.

2. Watercolour painting of the River Taw.

3. Photographic activity in the Pannier Market/Butcher’s Row.

The results as you can see are stunning. The weather was kind to us as the staff and students alike took 
advantage of our amazing location. Several of the photos and watercolour paintings are on display in the 
school canteen.

Ciaran Overend Jess Woodward

Jess Shadford Liberty Sheldon

Lydia Macree

Peggy Leigh-Beckhurst Sarah Newby Gonzalles Truesanna Cooper

Daisy Peckham Amy Whitaker
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Expressive Arts Trip to London 23rd -25th June
A large group of 70 culture vultures enjoyed a fabulous three day visit to London. This year we invited 
some technology students to join the hard core students from art, drama and music. Our first stop 
involved a trip to the National Portrait Gallery. We arrived utterly drenched, following the most incredible 
thunder storm!

The students watched the West End musical Wicked and then laughed all the way through a new play 
called ‘The Play That Goes Wrong’ the following evening. Our drama and music students took part in 
a workshop at Pineapple Studios which involved working with creative staff from ‘The Play That Goes 
Wrong.’ They also enjoyed a backstage tour of the National Theatre whilst the artists took part in a 
workshop at the V&A. Jane Churchill, a professional set designer delivered a spectacular session on the 
Curtain Up exhibition.

The trip concluded with a trip on the London Eye and then some shopping time at Camden Market. A great 
time was had by all!!!

Student Testamonials……………..
“London was really really good! The West End play that we watched was Wicked!! We also watched a 
play but I think it went a bit wrong (they kept making mistakes). The National Portrait Gallery had lots of 
people in it, including some that I thought were dead!!”  
Shana Hutchings

“We watched Wicked! It was the happiest moment of my life. I was like a three year old at Christmas. I 
can’t stop singing all the songs.” Shannon Wayborn

“We were cocooned by the culture of Camden”
“The best part was waving Barnstaple goodbye”
“ We bounced from platform to platform!” 
India Dunkley
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Library Exhibition of work
Our Year 11 students are on target to achieve the highest set of results the department has seen!! For 
the second year we have hung a display of the current Year 11 exam work in the school library. We hope 
that all staff and students will find the time to take a look at this exhibition, particularly those who have 
recently opted to study Art/Photography next year.

Art Moderation Exhibition
The Art Department was transformed into an exhibition space for a 24 
hour period to allow our moderators from the exam board the opportunity 
to moderate our work.  

Caroline Thorpe Photography 
Competition
Well done to Emily Blundell whose photograph of her family walking 
out to sea with their surfboards was selected for display in the Caroline 
Thorpe Ward at North Devon Hospital. We had a fantastic selection of 
work submitted for this competition. 

Ranger Russ with his Weird and 
Wonderful Animals!!!!
Ranger Russ entertained a group of year 8 students with his collection 
of snakes, reptiles and insects!!! He had the students hanging off every 
word as they learned about the animals and their habitats. Later on in 
the session they had a chance to draw the creatures and then create 
a watercolour. The results were great!

Petroc Students Visit The Art 
Department
Ryan Isaac, Sam Huxtable and Zoe Hemmett visited the Art Department to show our Year 10 GCSE 
artists their portfolios and sketchbooks. These ex-students have recently completed the Advanced 
Diploma Course at Petroc. Peggy Leaver also came to show us her work from her Foundation Course 
which she has been studying at Manchester College of Art. When Peggy attended Park, she completed 
two GCSE art courses and gained A and an A* grade. Ryan and Peggy have both exhibited at Pall Mall 
Galleries and Ryan has secured a place at Slade School of Art in London to complete his art degree.

Please go along to Air Extreme, the new trampoline complex in Roundswell to see more of his work on the 
walls and table tops!!

Emily Blundell
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Students Achieving Beyond The Classroom...

London Academy of Music & Dramatic Art
Daisy Bayliss and Charlotte Payne, both 10LW/C, have achieved the following London Academy of Music & 
Dramatic Art (LAMDA) certificates:-

LAMDA Level 3 Certificate in Performance (Grade 6) (QCF): Devising Drama 
Grade 6

Daisy Bayliss 10LW  Awarded a Merit
Charlotte Payne 10LW  Awarded a Merit

LAMDA Level 2 Award in Communication (Grade 4) (QCF): Speaking in Public 
Grade 4:

Daisy Bayliss 10LW  Awarded a Pass
Charlotte Payne 10LW  Awarded a Merit

Level 2 Certificate Graded Examination in Rock and Pop:

Christopher Cohen 10GK  Awarded Grade 4 Rock and Pop Drums with Distinction

Student Profiles 

Tom Batchelor (Year 9)
What is your particular interest/achievement?  
Cycling – Plymouth to Barnstaple ride. 
Tell us more about it.   
I started riding road bikes in Year 6 and started racing in Year 8, 
then  I got into mountain bikes.  I train 4-5 evenings a week and 
race closed circuit road and cross country mountain bikes. 
What have been your biggest achievements in it?  Probably 
being 28th place (out of around 150 people) in the country for 
cross country mountain bike racing. 
What are the “secrets” to your success?  
The charity I am riding for motivates me to raise money and ride, 
putting 100% effort into every race. 
What is the most important/best thing about Park School?  
I think the different school trips to different places around the 
country and world.

Tom completed the Plymouth to Barnstaple bike ride with his 
father and approx 20 others from the Barnstaple based bike club 
Taw Velo.

They started on Plymouth Hoe at around 10am and rode 72 miles in around 4 hours 48 minutes, 6 hours 
including stops.  They had to battle with winds in excess of 40 mph coming over Dartmoor, and the last 
few miles were a bit wet with hail and driving rain, but it was a great day out.  Tom has raised £340 for 
Combat Stress.  

In the British Cycling rankings, Tom is currently placed 33rd out of 150 nationally in the Cross Country 
mountain biking disciplines.”
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Our world of History

Year 7 
Chepstow
Fifty Year 7 pupils had the 
opportunity to visit the 
wonderful ruins of Chepstow 
Castle to bring their Medieval 
Realms study to life. 

The group was met at the castle 
by renowned medieval historian 
and re-enactment specialist 
Mr Neil Eddiford. He led a 
tour of the castle with pupils 
challenged to come up with 
attack and defence scenarios 
and to make inferences about 
the uses of the castle and the 

lives of those who lived there based upon the evidence left behind. The pupils drew on the knowledge 
they have developed in the classroom, as well as applying their own knowledge from elsewhere (who 
knew Minecraft could be so useful?!). 

The pupils then enjoyed a demonstration of a range of medieval weaponry by Mr Eddiford (with able 
and willing, but slightly scared volunteers, Miss Hockin and Mr Blannin). The castle staff and Mr Eddiford 
complimented the pupils on their impeccable manners and behaviour whilst on site. 

Year 8 SS Great Britain
100 Year 8 pupils visited the SS Great Britain to 
compliment their study of Expansion, Trade, and 
Industry. The day consisted of a tour of the amazing 
old ship led by a guide and an education workshop 
which centred around drawing inferences of the lives of 
some of the passengers through the examination of a 
range of historical artefacts. The pupils’ behaviour and 
engagement was superb throughout the day.
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Year 9 Armed Forces day
On the 23rd June, Mr. Cuthbertson and Mrs. Olde took eight Year 9 
students to Pilton Community College for the annual Armed Forces 
event. The pupils were able to speak to veterans from past conflicts, 
such as the Falklands War, as well as current service personnel. 
There were many artefacts to view and try on as the pupils sought to 
understand the changing nature of warfare across the last one hundred 
years.

The History Cup
The trophy that over-shadows all others available this summer has been 
awarded to two thoroughly deserving teaching groups. 

At KS3, the award was made to 8P who were nominated by Mr 
Cuthbertson because: “They are a charming group that listen well to each other in discussions. Their all-
round efforts are superb and the quality of work on the Slave Trade project was truly outstanding. They 
work really well in groups and always make an effort to help each other out”. 

Whilst at KS4 the cup was won by 10LH1 who were described by Mr Blannin: as “A superb group who are 
able to work with a high level of independence. They are not fazed by challenge and lessons are always 
purposeful. The group also has an excellent character meaning lessons are rarely dull. I am sure if they 
maintain their approach they will achieve excellent results”. 
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Student Profiles
Laura Swales (Year 8)
The subjects I enjoy and I am particularly good at:   My 
favourite subject is PE; I especially like rounders, netball and 
tennis.  I enjoy maths and languages as well and I am looking 
forward to going on the French Residential at the end of the year. 
What I have achieved/hope to achieve:  I was thrilled to be 
awarded the Year 7 Ultimate Girl Performer at last year’s Sports 
Presentation Evening.
My ambitions for the future/career I hope to pursue:  I 
don’t know what career I want to pursue yet, but I am going to 
work hard, keep my options open and see what opportunities 
arise. 
My interests/hobbies/what I do in my spare time:  In my 
spare time I play netball for Titans Netball Club and have recently 
started learning to play the piano.  Also, I like spending time with 
my friends and family.
The things I like best about Park School:  The thing I like 
best about Park school is all the fantastic opportunities.  There 
is a wide variety of trips and clubs and I try to get involved in as 
many as possible. 

Pupils of the Term for History
(Pictured L to R)
Year 7 –  Lotte Taylor 7A - Mr Blannin says, “Lotte has demonstrated a superb attitude to her studies 
throughout the year. She is keen to improve and always takes feedback on board. Her mature attitude 
means that she provides purpose to any group with whom she works and she is quick to offer help to 
those who do not understand.”
Year 8 – Ben Rowell 8I – Mr Blannin says, “Ben has a superb approach to his studies. He is able to 
evaluate evidence effectively and utilises a wide range of evidence to support his arguments. He has the 
maturity to look at Historical events with empathy and has produced a superb year’s work.”
Year 9 –  Saskia Ferrer Riddell 9A - Mr Cuthbertson says, “From a position of not being quite sure 
whether history was for her at the start of the year Saskia has worked hard to develop as a Historian.  
She produced a super trench diary, gets involved in class discussions, and has developed her source skills 
and writing technique and is now excited about studying the subject for GCSE.”
Year 10 –  Connor Hair 10HL - Mr Cuthbertson says, “Connor has shown a high level of interest in all of 
the topics we have covered this term but has particularly demonstrated his passion for history during our 
study of the Vietnam War where he has read widely around the subject in order to give himself the best 
possible chance of succeeding in his controlled assessment.”
Year 11 – All the year 11 pupils who attended all the revision sessions from January and gave themselves 
the best possible chance of success in their GCSEs – You know who you are!
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Friends Of ParkStaff are interesting people too!

Anne Duthuit
(Computing and Language 
Teacher)

Your Life in 10 Questions:
Favourite Pastimes/Hobbies 
I am a true example of tenacity when it comes 
to running.  I absolutely hated cross-country at 
school, but now I run several times a week. I 
started 3 years ago by doing intervals (30 seconds 
running, 2 minutes walking) then I increased it. I 
am running the North Devon half-marathon, which 
is very very hard. I am aiming for a marathon 
next year, but I am very slow. I also love cooking, 
especially curries.

Favourite Book 
‘Endurance’ by Alfred Lansing I have read it 4 
times. It is about the doomed attempt by Sir Ernest 
Shackelton to cross the Antarctic. It is an incredible 
tale of survival and teamwork, during long Antarctic 
winters on the ice-shelf and crossing the Southern 
Ocean. Amazing! 

Favourite Music 
Don’t Leave Me This Way, by the Communards is 
definitely up there.

Childhood Hero 
I believed my dad spoke perfect English when I was 
a kid. I wanted to be like him. 
Three famous people (alive or dead) you 
would like to meet
Dolly Parton, Barack Obama and Eddie Izzard.

Your best teacher and why
Monsieur Prieur, my history and geography teacher. 
He had a passion for the subjects and he was fun. 
He was also very demanding in the quality of the 
work we had to complete. To this day, history and 
geography are my favourite subjects.

Your Biggest Regret 
I live without regret, I don’t have time for that.

Your Proudest Achievement to Date 
I am really pleased with my running, I cried when I 
finished my first 10K.

The Most Important Thing You Have Ever 
Learned 
Your mindset is everything. You have control 
of your mindset, so you can achieve absolutely 
anything!

Top Tips for Park Students 
Your teachers have your best interests at heart, 
so listen to them, they know what they are talking 
about!
Read EVERY question from your exam paper 
BEFORE you start it - so you can decide where to 
begin.

Where your career has taken you 
I spent a year working as a language assistant in 
Northern Ireland before training and working in 
Kent for 4 years until 2006. I switched to IT during 
that time, which I LOVE. My last tutor group has 
made me love PSHEE and I am now the PSHEE co-
ordinator.

If you could travel back in time to a significant 
historical event, what would it be?
19th century West Indian French colonies. My 
grandfather’s ancestors were slaves, then married 
into a rich rum-distillery family. His grandfather 
died during the French attempt to build the Panama 
Canal, along with 22,000 others.



Your help has currently raised an amazing 
total of £489.56

Do you shop online ? If yes then you can help raise 
funds for our school.  All it takes is a few more 

clicks, what could be easier!

Before starting any online shopping, simply go to 
our school webpage 
www.parkcommunity.devon.sch.uk, click the School 
Angel link and select your retailer. By going through 
School Angel, the retailer will make a donation to 
the school every time you make a purchase.

Thank you, your co-operation is very much 
appreciated.
a

Leavers and Startersg
Starters:
The following staff will start with us next term, we 
would like to welcome them to our school.

Aimee Mills will join us as Assistant Headteacher - 
Progress Leader, Teaching & Learning Years 10/11.
Ryan Lewin will change roles on 1st September 
to become an Assistant Headteacher - Progress 
Leader, Teaching & Learning Years 8/9.
Faye Sluman will join us as Assistant Headteacher 
- Progress Leader, Teaching & Learning Years 6/7.
Helen Honnor will join us as School Business 
Manager.
Matthew Elliott started with us on 27th June as 
Facilities Manager.
Mickael Henique will join us as the Head of 
Modern Foreign Languages.
Mhairi Purves will join us as an English Teacher.
Paul Royl will join us as an English Teacher.
Emily Roberts will join us as a Teacher of 
Humanities.

Leavers:
The following staff have left us this term, we would 
like to wish them good luck in the future.

Pauline Down, School Business Manager
Neil Ballantyne, English Teacher
Abi Manning, English Teacher
Tina Parkin, English/SEN Teacher
Ian Blundell, Mathematics Teacher
Nathan Rowe, Design Technology

Sara Rodriguez-Garcia, Languages
Niall Heeney, PE/Cover Supervisor
Gary Rofner, First Aider
Natalie Mills, Rebekah Hester, Julia Webber, 
Paula Scilly and Bethany Nancekivell, Teaching 
Assistants
Ryan Adamson, Music Technician

Charity Donations 
Summer Term 2016
Kingsley Charity
Tutor 8LK - £25.60 – race for Life
Tutor 9JP - £20 - Children’s Hospice SW
£190.00 – CLIC Sargent
£190.00 – Dogs Trust at Ilfracombe

Fortescue Challenge
£204.27 – Macmillan Nurses
£30.00 – Cystic Fibrosis
£108.40 – Children’s Hospice SW
£20.70 – British Hear Foundation
£61.95 – North Devon Hospice
£38.33 – Wateraid

Drake Charity
11DH - £162.48 to ‘Everything Ellie’
8CM - £35.44 Cancer Research
£135.00 - Families in Grief
£135.00 – Children’s Hospice SW

OVERALL HOUSE ACTIVITIES’ SHIELD
2015 - 2016

Current House Points w/e 30/6
1 KINGSLEY 141.5
2 CHICHESTER 131
3 FORTESCUE 127
4 RALEIGH 119
5 DRAKE 96.5

Term Dates 2016/17
Summer Term Ends - Friday 22nd July.

Autumn Term Begins - Monday 5th 
September.

Non Pupil Day - Thursday 1st September and 
Friday 2nd September. (School office will be 
open)

Half Term - 24th October to 28th October 
inclusive.

Autumn Term Ends - Friday 16th December.


